
  Main case with a modular system that can be 
adapted to any requirement. All inside pockets can 
be fixed, removed, interchanged or expanded and 
freely placed with our velcro system.

  Additional flat and long compartment for a stifneck.
  Separate, large compartment for private equipment 

or alternatively for the robust crashproofbox.
  Additional access to the main case without the need 

of using the zipper of the main case.
  Plain and disinfection-friendly back.  
  Anatomically cut shoulder straps, plain and 

disinfection-friendly.
    Individual labeling system.IKS
  2 robust handles, robust enough to attach the 

backpack on a winch or rope. Again plain and 
disinfection-friendly.

  Big reflectors for better visibility.
  Inner lining made of Rocktarp, plain and disinfaction- 

friendly. The fixation without Velcro means less 
pollution.

  Metal parts processed in a concealed manner.
  Magnet holding system paired with permanent 

magnets and soft magnetic material, alternatively 
with two or more permanent magnets.

  Magnets with different holding force can be used.

Size: with regular package  approx. 57x35x29cm, 
approx. 58x37x38cm
Weight approx. 2880g without inside pockets, 
approx. 5220g with 6 inside pockets.
Volume: ca. 62L
Material: robust and easy to clean: Rocktarp 680, 
Rocktarp 210, Antislip 680, Duraflex clasps, YKK 
zipper    
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Docsnake 48 TCX

The DOCSNAKE 48 MTX is not just a 
backpack, but an extremely flexible rescue 
system for professional emergency use. The 
TCX model is extra easy to clean and 
disinfect.

  rocksnake GmbH & Co Kg - office@rock-snake.com - telefon: +43 (0) 5674 51050

www.rock-snake.com
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Docsnake 48 TCX with 6 inside pockets:
fieryred: 77510 saphierblue: 77512

Docsnake 48 TCX without 
inside pockets:

 fieryred: 775100 
 saphierblue: 775120 

Plain and easy to 
clean material

magnetic
fix system
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